
Importance of Drafting 

in Garment Construction 



 Drafting is a full scale plan of a garment based 

on an individual's direct body measurements, 

which along with some proven formulae are 

used to develop the shape and fit of a 

particular garment..This plan or outline is 

known as Draft,which is then transferred on to 

the cloth to be cut.Drafts are also referred to as 

'blocks' or 'slopers' which are a basis for 

advanced pattern marking. 

 



 Drafting includes the following steps: 

 1.Taking body measurements. 

 2.Making the draft. 

 3.Placing and pinning the draft on the fabric. 

 4.Marking and cutting. 

 



 Points to be considered while Drafting  

 1.All measurements should be taken carefully 

with precision. 

 2.Drafting should be done on the rough side of 

brown paper. 

 3.Pencils should be sharp and lines clear,well 

marked and curves smooth. 

 4.Cutting and stiching lines should be marked 

with different type of lines to avoid confusion. 

 5.If drafting is to be done directly on the 

fabric,it should be pre-shrunk and ironed. 

 

 



 Advantages of Drafting: 

 1. Minimizes the chances of any fault during 

cutting on the fabric. 

 2. Correct estimate of the required material can 

be made. 

 3. Correct drafting minimizes the chances of 

any fitting problems. 



 4. Basic draft can be adapted to make a variety 

of designs. 

 5. Pile fabrics are easy to cut when a draft had 

been prepared. 

 6. Minimizes chances of fabric wastage. 

 

 



Drafting Tools 

  Measuring Tools 

  Tape Measures- A plastic tape of 60 inches 
marked on both sides and having brass tips 

  Tailors Square- It is a 50cm x 25cm L-shaped 
metal or wooden rule 

 Marking Tape – It is used as a base for 
marking figures 

 Elastic- It is used for defining waist lines and 
armholes 



 Marking Tools 

 Pencils,pens,sharpners and eraser-Lead pencils 
are used for pattern making,2H for drawing 
and 4H for pattern 

 Tailor’s chalk-Used for temporary marking on 
fabric and available in different colors. 

 Circle template-It is used to draw circles on 
patterns. 

 French curves –Made of wood or plastic are 
found in many shapes and used to shape 
curves and necklines 



 Curve ruler-Used to shape hips,hem,elbows 

and lapels. 

 Tracing wheel-Mechanical device with saw 

like teeth used to transfer the pattern on paper 

or fabric. 

 


